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Introduction and Background

This CONOPS is written from both the perspectives of the pipeline company and adversary, which will
strengthen the framework to eventually address requirements, design, implementation, integration and
testing, system verification, and iterations of the system that will provide the best Systems Assurance.

This Concept of Operations (CONOPS) is intended to inform mission descriptions that are critical
to the lifecycle process and various stakeholders, which consequently also provides crucial
information to adversaries for the capitalization of interdependencies within the operations. The
document from the company operation’s perspective is an amalgamation of several publicly
released artifacts from various organizations, companies, and academic papers. The attacker
perspective is from literature reviews, experience, and curated and created models [1].
A CONOPS usually is a user-oriented document that describes systems characteristics for a
proposed system from the user’s perspective. It describes the user organization, mission, and
objectives from an integrated systems point of view and is used to communicate the overall
quantitative and qualitative system characteristics to stakeholders. It can also be a document
that brings a consensus among the acquirer, developers, supporters, and user agencies on the
operational concepts of a proposed system [2]. However, provided that an Advanced Persistent
Threat (APT) is to repeatedly have access to a system over an extended timeframe, the strategic
interjection of knowledge or malware has to be known vulnerabilities to the attacker for the
various inputs of the system. Provided this, the attacker group that launches the APT must be
well versed in the system as a whole to impact a critical infrastructure in the way desired since
multiple entry and exist points have to be infiltrated. Occurrences such as Stuxnet, Duqu, Flame,
and Red October have troubled the security community and shown clear indication that the
attackers are well organized [3]. The targeting of operating systems and architectures, initial
attack vectors, command execution and escalation privileges, network access, IDS and endpoint
antivirus products, encryption and obfuscation, and exploitation of digital signatures are just
some of the ways the attackers have infiltrated systems with a multipronged approach and
consistency.

II.

Scope

An Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) is a broad term describing a cyber attack where hackers
covertly gain access to a system and remain inside it, undetected, for a significant period to
achieve a specific goal. While usually an APT is backed by a nation-state or state-sponsored group,
it has recently referred to non-state sponsored groups conducting large-scale targeted intrusions.
Often, there are several fixed assaults to cloak the adversary and achieve the objective. An APT
in a critical system incorporates the social engineering (research, data and credential harvesting),
physical engineering, vulnerabilities (SCADA zero-day), push rogue logic, and executed outcomes
(or a lack of predictive models). Figure 1 provides a general vision of the attack process from a
published summary of an actual attack on critical infrastructure control stations. The attack
scenarios must include operations to gain access to the system (through phishing – left side of
the diagram) and exploit access to the system (right side). The scenarios also include staging
targets (top) in which the threat learns about and plans the attack and the actual targets of the
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attack (bottom). This project simulated the staging activities in the development of the CONOPS
but only explored the actual execution through our model [4].
Understanding the adversary and its operations to achieve specific goals is essential to effective
cybersecurity and assurance. There are various paths and patterns of attack to percolate through
a system. Within the CONOPS, the vulnerabilities are highlighted and paired with known patterns
of attacks employed by adversaries. The research utilized a list of known attack patterns is from
the Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC) database and demonstrated
some vulnerabilities in the model, which were realized through the Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures (CVE) database, both from MITRE. The Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) was
also scoped to best understand the specific software or hardware weaknesses within the OGCPS.
This help build the threat patterns (loss scenarios and attack patterns) in the model.

Figure 1. Advanced Persistent Threat Target(s)

From the APT perspective, the cybersecurity requirement differs from the systems engineering
and blue teams. The Cyber Security Requirements Methodology (CSRM) shows what to protect
and why, which combination of design patterns to employ in which mission subsystems. There
are three entities present with a methodology for evaluating resilience with models – blue team
(mission), yellow team (systems engineering team), and red team (threat). The blue team is
comprised of defensive security professionals responsible for maintaining internal network
defenses against cyber attacks and threats, however the APT looks to exploit the system while
blinding the blue team to the ongoing efforts. Therefore, the team also comprised the CONOPS
document with the notion of breaching the usual CSRM flow chart, and composed a different
viewpoint, which is Figure 2 [5].
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Figure 2. Breaching Cybersecurity Requirements Methodology

The Threat CONOPS guided the modeling and discussion for the use case, enabling identification
of causal factors that produce a loss effect to generate the loss scenario. The constituted
elements and relationships that result in loss-informed analysis can determine response action
and its efficacy as well as inform risk management activities. The effort also has the foundations
to start characterizing a system's mission evolution: to examine built mission threads and
prioritize to ascertain impeded mission impacts from APTs and help work from threat to security
controls.

III.

Reference Documents

Provided this is a Threat CONOPS, the documents that were referenced are included in Appendix
A: References, however, they are not in the usual IEEE format for CONOPS documents (which
includes: document number, title, revision, and date of all documents referenced). Instead this
section highlights the most influential references for understanding the system as well as the
document evolution.
For this particular CONOPS, the overview of the evolution is as follows (only major revisions
are included):
Doc. # Title
Revision Date
0
CONOPS
n/a
11 November 2019
1
CONOPS for OGCPS
1
28 November 2019
1.1
CONOPS for OGCPS
2
13 December 2019
1.2
CONOPS for OGCPS
3
9 January 2020
2
CONOPS_N_M_T
4
28 February 2020
3
Threat_Concept of Operations
5
16 March 2020
4
Threat_Concept of Operations
6
29 March 2020
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American Petroleum Institute , "Transporting Oil & Natural Gas," 2019. [Online]. Available:
https://www.api.org/oil-and-natural-gas/wells-to-consumer/transporting-oil-natural-gas.
[Accessed 2019].
GAO, "Cebersecurity Challenges Facing the Nation," 6 September 2018. [Online]. Available:
https://www.gao.gov/key_issues/ensuring_security_federal_information_systems/issue_summar
y. [Accessed January 2020].

IV.

Current System or Situation

1. System Description
There are three major types of pipelines along the oil transportation route: gathering systems,
crude oil pipeline systems, and refined products pipeline systems. Gathering pipeline systems
collect crude oil from production wells. The process can be siphoned from wells on land, offshore
drilling platforms, overseas tankers, and from the storage and treatment tanks. Crude oil pipeline
systems transport the crude oil from the gathering systems/pipelines to the refineries. Crude oil
systems can be tens to hundreds of miles in length and across state and international borders.
The refined products pipeline systems transport refined products such as gasoline, kerosene, and
many industrial feedstock petrochemicals from refineries to the end-user or storage and
distribution terminals. Refined products pipelines can extend tens to thousands of miles and
cross state and international borders [6] [7] [8] [9].

Figure 3. Top Level Architecture
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2. System Component Descriptions
2.1. Transportation of Oil & Gas
2.1.1 Pumping Stations
The United States alone has thousands of miles of pipeline carrying crude oil and other petroleum
products to destinations in 33-48 states. To maintain momentum through the journey, pumping
stations are positions throughout the length of the pipeline to adjust pressure, pump the
produce, and monitor flow and other information about the pipeline. Pipeline pumping stations
may be strategically placed for proximity to other equipment or simply constructed to help push
produce through a more difficult section/terrain (e.g., a mountain range). There are also a
number of different pumps that and be found at pumping stations. This includes a full head
pump, which is a two-stage pump with the impellers in a series, consisting of one inlet and one
outlet. Also, there are half stage pumps with the impellers in parallel and including two inlets and
outlets. Half stage pumps are capable of handling twice the flow of full head pumps, but only
produce half the pressure rise. Pumping stations may also house booster pumps, which move
product from the storage tanks at the station into the main line.
For instance, with the Trans-Alaska Pipelines, there are 11 pumping (originally designed to have
12) stations over the more than 800 miles of oil pipeline. Each pumping station contains four
motor-driven pumps. Of these 44 pumps, however, only around 28 are operating at any one time,
depending on flow. Pumping Station 1 has a capacity of 420,000 barrels of oil per day, and
Pumping Station 5 has a through-put capacity of 150,000 barrels per day. All other stations have
a pumping capacity of 55,000 barrels per day. Each pumping station has 10 to 25 personnel
working 12-hour days in either a one week on, one week off, or two weeks on, two weeks off
routine.
Pumping stations also contain safety equipment and house on-staff safety personnel to
overcome any problems along the pipelines route. Additionally, pumping stations are often the
location for launching pipeline pigs to help clear the line and inspect the pipeline for any corrosion
or other damage [10] [11].
2.1.2 Transportation and Storage
Control and Monitoring of Pumps for Separation Stations
After a successful drilling, crude oil springs up from an underground reservoir and is immediately
transported by pipeline to a 3-phase separation station. The separation station works like a frontend processor that separates the crude oil into oil, gas, and water before forwarding the fluids
downstream to the next processing station.

2.2. Pipeline Maintenance Operations
2.2.1 Pigging Process
Buildup of waxes and contaminants in the pipeline can cause transmittal slows as well as
disastrous cracks or flaws. Thus, pipeline segments are regularly cleaned. The maintenance tool,
pipeline pigs are introduced into the line via a pig trap, which includes a launcher and receiver.
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Without interrupting flow, the pig is then forced through by the natural flow or towed by another
device/cable.

Figure 4. Example of Pipeline Pigging

Pipeline pigging applications are as follows:
▪ Pigs are used to clean solids, scale, wax buildup, and other debris from the
pipelines to keep the pipeline flow efficiency high.
▪ In natural-gas pipelines, pigs are used to manage liquid accumulation and keep
the pipeline free of liquids. Water and natural-gas liquids can condense out of the
gas stream as it cools, which affects flow efficiency and can lead to enhanced
corrosion.
▪ Pigs are used to empty the pipelines into the product tanks.
▪ Pigs (also known as smart pigs or inspection pigs) are used to inspect pipelines for
detecting leaks and buildups, which could be explosive and dangerous to the
environment. Inspection pigs collect information about temperature and
pressure, corrosion/metal loss, diameter, bends and curvature, cracks, weld
defects, surface pitting and areas of crushing/deformation to verify pipeline
integrity.
▪ Pigs are used during hydrostatic testing to allow the pipeline to be filled with
water, or other test medium, without entrapping air. The pig is inserted ahead of
the fill point, and water is pumped behind the pig to keep the pipe full of water
and force air out ahead of the pig.
▪ Pigs are used to apply internal pipe coatings, such as epoxy coating materials, in
operating pipelines.
▪ Some new, “smart” pigs have GPS capabilities that can assist in mapping a
pipeline. This helps maintenance teams save time and money by pinpointing
exactly where is a pipeline is run, instead of having to excavate a large area to
reach a specific location in the line.
▪ A TX Transmitter can be installed into the pig, and then tracked through
the pipe using an RX101 Receiver or a GeoAmp XT Geophone. Apache
pigPro signalers are a reliable indicator that the pig has passed a certain
point on the pipeline. The manual for one of the GeoAmp’s can be found
here:
http://www.bestpigtracker.com/wpcontent/uploads/2018/01/Geophone-Operating-Manual.pdf
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2.3. Pipeline Control Operations
2.3.1 Network Architecture
Oil and gas companies segment their systems and implement “demilitarized zones” (DMZ)
between industrial controls and internet-facing business networks. The developments in wireless
communication techniques, mobile cloud computing, and other storage technologies with oil and
gas within their legacy systems has seen increasing trends of cyberattacks. The frequent data
breaches in most companies raise questions about efficacy of the private sector and
government’s information security. However, the below figure illustrates the example network
architecture utilizing the ISA/IEC 62443 series of standards on industrial automation and control
systems (IACS) security and modified “Purdue Model.” The ISA/IEC standards provide ICS
operators with:
• Concepts and Models: a framework for network architecture, including segmentation
through zones and conduits.
• Policies and procedures: prompts companies to implement a security management
system, conduct patch management, and establish internal cybersecurity requirements
for suppliers.
• Cybersecurity of Operation of Internal ICS System: guidance for companies to deploy
cybersecurity technologies, ICS security risk assessment and system design, and internal
requirements for ICS security and cybersecurity levels.
• Cybersecurity of Installed ICS Components: guidance to companies for internal
requirements for product development and technical security of ICS components.
The initial analyses of the ISA/IEC Council showed that most oil and gas companies operate in a
cybersecurity landscape consisting of three critical areas: the ICS, internet-facing components,
and internal networks. Figure 5 shows an example network architecture utilizing the
aforementioned standards on IACS security. The most critical components of operation are that
of the ICS and are represented in Levels 0-3. Between levels 3 and 4 denote the DMZ by security
zoned between the ICS and business networks. Level 4 represents a company’s business network
and enterprise zone, or the environment where users perform functions such as email,
collaboration, and analytics. Level 4 holds the most Intellectual Property such as proprietary
technology, breaking research, bid proposals, and acquisitions and mergers. Level 5 depicts the
internet-facing components, such as e-commerce [12].
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Figure 5. Example Network Architecture for IACS

The ICS environments in figure above rely on computing technologies for advanced monitoring
and/or control of unit processes, such as adjusting valves to regulate product flow, located in
refineries, petrochemical plants, and pipeline/terminal distribution sites. The DMZ instates
firewalls that serve as “data diodes” allowing specific information to travel from ICS to IT
environments while limiting, or completely eliminating, information flow from IT environments
to ICS. The Level 4, enterprise zone, has cybersecurity relying on early detection and user
awareness training. Level 5 is contained within an area of the company network that is outwardly
facing to public and separated from the internal business network by a DMZ [9] [12].
While the above shows the overall viewpoint. It is vital to better understand the network
architectures for the operations of the more pinpointed aspects of the system. For instance, the
drilling platforms, pigging systems, distribution controls, and more.
2.3.2 Pipeline Monitoring
When oil and gas are separated, the crude oil is transported to remote storage sites or the
nearest harbor area by pipelines or tankers. Pipelines can cover enormous distances and
sometimes even cross the borders between countries. “Pipeline monitoring” now means
13
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providing easy-to-use and real-time management systems to decrease the risk of explosion,
leaking, and sabotage, and as such is now an extremely critical issue in the oil and gas industry.
True pipeline monitoring is much easier to attain if it is possible to set up an optical fiber network
infrastructure. In this case, monitoring devices can be installed directly alongside the pipeline.
However, using long distance wireless transmission, such as GSM/GPRS, is a viable alternative if
it is not feasible to set up a fiber infrastructure. In this case, the monitoring system connects
directly to serial-based or Ethernet-based devices and data is transmitted through the GSM/GPRS
network [13].
2.3.3 Tank/Storage Monitoring
Crude oil and natural gas are transported downstream for storage and further processing. Crude
oil is often stored in either subterranean or harbor area storage tanks; natural gas is either
liquefied for storage or transported to mid or downstream plants. These storage utilities or
transport pipelines need to be monitored cautiously to prevent leaks and excessive gas tank
pressure, which endanger the plant’s safety.
Data including fluid volume, pipe pressure and temperature are critical information. Tanks, valve
and pressure pumps in the storage sites are frequently connected and monitored through fiber
mode or Ethernet switches to the central management systems [14].

Figure 6. Oil Tank Monitoring Network Architecture

2.4 Oil Refineries
2.4.1 Distributed Control Systems
The refining process, which converts complex molecules into substances with simpler chemical
structures, is extremely complicated, in part because a variety of different processes are required
to refine the different end-substances. The distributed control system, or DCS for short, is the
main control system used in the refining process to manage a plant’s output and performance.
The DCS is a vital part of the plant’s architecture, and as such the system cannot be allowed to
shut down unexpectedly during operation. The boiler, for example is a typical DCS application
that creates heat and steam, and also handles the processing and draining of water. The complete
14
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production process cannot be interrupted requires extremely stable operation—24 hours a day,
7 days a week.
One of the biggest fears of plant managers is that the plant’s DCS will shut down because of a
failure at a single seemingly inconsequential point in the system. For this reason, redundant
systems are an essential part of the design of any DCS. All devices and facilities (including the
main and backup control stations, main and backup controllers, hot and hot standby devices,
dual LANs, dual communication modules and interfaces, and dual detecting devices) must be
backed up by a redundant system. In some cases, multi-redundant systems are required to realize
higher system reliability. For example, when Ethernet is used as the communication backbone, it
is common to set up two independent networks, which one could call LAN 1 and LAN 2. When
the default network crashes, devices can continue to transmit data through the backup network.
In the same respect, all controllers, servers and HMI/SCADA systems are always equipped with
dual communication interfaces, and data is transmitted simultaneously through both interfaces
to prevent data loss if one of the networks goes offline [15].

Figure 7. Oil Refinery DCS Network Architecture

2.4.2 Metering System
A metering or valuation system controls a refinery’s performance and the use of materials. Flow
rate, flow speed, and flow density measurements are critical to maintaining the safety and
efficiency of the plant. All of this data is collected and transmitted through the metering system
to the server host where it is compiled and analyzed. The data must be available to the DCS in
real-time (keep in mind that for Ethernet networks, “real-time” implies a small-time delay) to
optimize the output and operation of the plant.
15
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As with the DCS, the metering system also requires a redundant backup architecture to ensure
that cost calculations for the refinery are accurate. Refinery costs are based on data collected by
the metering system. The system is normally equipped with at least two redundant backup
solutions to guarantee 100% data accuracy and prevent unexpected errors. The flow computer
is one of the system’s essential components. It can be regarded as a DCS sub-system that
intercepts fluid data and transmits the data to a DCS center to facilitate the operation of the plant
[15].

Figure 8. Metering System Network Architecture

2.4.3 Detecting Gas and Liquid Leaks
An auxiliary system in refinery plants is used to detect gas and liquid leaks. Although the auxiliary
system is not directly involved with production, it forewarns plant and field operators of
potentially unsafe leaks in the pipes used to transport gases and liquids. The leak detection
system is simpler than the DCS. Leak detectors are connected by a multi-mode fiber optic
network, whereas a SCADA system at the control center monitors devices through the Modbus
protocol. When a leak is detected, the central control system immediately notifies field operators
to take precautions and may even shut down the system. To ensure the quickest possible
response, it is essential to use appropriate real-time monitoring and management devices.
Active alarm systems provide comprehensive and critical data for leak detection management.
Active Ethernet I/O products instantly report events via e-mail, SMS, or real-time messages. By
16
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informing operators of the situation in the field in real-time the response time can be cut
substantially, which previously was problematic [15] [14].

Figure 9. Gas and Leak Detection Network Architecture

2.5 Incorporating Leading External Frameworks
Alongside the NIST CFS and ISA/IEC 62443, the Department of Energy (DOE) Cybersecurity
Capability Maturity Model (C2M2), ISO/IEC 27000 family of ISO/IEC Information Security
Management Systems (ISMS) standards, and API Standard 1164 specific to pipeline cybersecurity
is employed.
• The ISO 27000 are IT-focused with detailed guidance to the industry for protecting IT and
IP from cyberattacks. Similar standards are used in the oil and gas value chain.
• Specific to the pipeline cybersecurity, subject matter experts from the oil and gas industry
and cybersecurity vendors are working to update API 1164 to make complementary to
the NIST CSF while still safeguarding pipeline-specific cybersecurity.
• The DOE C2M2 is a voluntary process that uses industry-accepted best practices to
measure the maturity of an organization’s cybersecurity capability and strengthen
operations.
The American Pipeline Institute and Association of Oil Pipe-Lines (AOPL) released the Pipeline
Safety Excellence 2017 Performance Report & Strategic Plan for 2017-2019, with no mention of
cybersecurity [16] [17].

3. Threat Situation
3.1 Cyber-Physical Attack on OGCPS
NIST definition of a cyber incident: “an occurrence that actually or potentially jeopardizes the
confidentiality, integrity, or availability (CIA) of an information system or the information the
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system processes, stores, or transmits or that constitutes a violation or imminent threat of
violation of security policies, security procedures, or acceptable use policies.” [18]
The Oil and Gas (OG) physical processes are controlled remotely from the cyber domain where
operators use SCADA system containing remote terminal units (RTUs) with sensors and meters
installed at various locations of the pipeline to monitor state of physical processes. The smart
pigs also utilize the system. Such metrics as the pressure, temperature, and flow is gathered by
the RTUs and then sent to SCADA system so that an administrator can update control commands
accordingly to the varying control systems, such as the remote-controlled valves (RCVs).
Analyzing the cyber-physical attacks on the OGCPS for resiliency of the system under
sophisticated, persistent attack scenarios is beneficial to understanding and developing a
framework for metrics and methods to obtain system assurance [19].

Figure 10. OGCPS: Attack Graph

Figure 10 shows how cyber-attacks propagate from cyber to the physical domain and thus the
consequences, or results, that impact the systems performance. It also illustrates the potential
persistent attack. The attack graph is divided into four sections: cyber-attacks, physical impact,
consequences, and results. The cyber-attacks column represents the compromised targets such
as head ends, smart meters, compressor stations, etc. Once a cyber system is affected either due
to malicious or non-malicious means, it has a physical impact on CPS. The physical impact column
represents the functions that are affected due to cyber-attacks such as loss of oil and gas
transmission and distribution control. As previously illustrated, an APT is accomplished in
multiple strategies, with cyber attacks targeting several points of vulnerability. For instance,
compromising the smart meter, communication infrastructure, and SCADA results in impacting
generation, transmission, distribution, and production of the oil. Thus, loss of crude oil is a
consequence with the result of not meeting customer demands and impacting the price of oil.
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With the scenario the team used, the green in Figure 10 denotes the paths taken within the model
to impact the price of oil and gas.
A multilevel attack incorporating numerous segments with persistent threat on SCADA and ICS is
most feasible for scenario. An attack tree illustrates the various levels of infiltration while
focusing on a particular function of the system. For the short-term goal, Fancy Bear looks to
decrease the yield of oil, therefore the oil delivery. The first level of the diagram is the goal to be
achieved: alter systems to affect oil production. The second level represents the impact on the
physical system as a change in oil production, and the third level indicates the cyber attack that
affects the physical system shown in level two. The fourth level could describe a path from a
system entry point by the adversary to the compromised system and is comprised of the attack
in the first column of the OGCPS Attack Graph.

Figure 11. OGCPS: Attack Tree

The attack is coordinated on multiple stations, including:
• Pump control
• Pipeline monitoring
• Distributed control system (DCS)
• Metering systems
• Leak detection systems
• Control centers
• Maintenance operations
The where and when for the advanced persistent threat is critical for successfully altering
operations enough to warrant cutting-edge cyber security services. The pump location,
maintenance schedules, and flow of messages are needed to appropriately find the vulnerable
points of attack.

3.2 Cybersecurity of Oil & Gas System and Countermeasures to Attack
The natural gas and oil companies share the concerns of policymakers and others regarding the
potential implications of a cyberattack on industry assets. The movement to firmly take
responsibility to protect the critical infrastructure, provide reliable energy for society and
preserve public safety and the environment. The adversaries include nation states, criminal
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organizations, and unaffiliated bad actors seeking to steal intellectual property, compromise ICS,
and many other nefarious goals. While the industry has seen the evolution of such cyber criminals
as well as the advancement of the techniques, tactics, and procedures (TTPs) they use, moving
from manual operations to more sophisticated and widespread machine-to-machine automated
attacks with use of augmented intelligence. There are multiple other attack vectors including
insider threats, attacks via supply chain tampering or disruption, and insertion via counterfeits.
It has become specifically complex, since modern oil and gas cyber-physical systems (OGCPS)
incorporates information and communication technologies for improving wide area control,
maintaining situational awareness and controlling physical processes remotely. Cyber threats
may be exacerbated through a combination of attacks, including both physical and networked,
which can be identified throughout entire value chain of the oil pipeline.
3.2.1 Value Chain of Oil & Gas Pipeline Cybersecurity
Cybersecurity applies throughout the entire value chain, extending from wellheads to pipelines
and through the supply of oil to a refinery and then gasoline station. Figure 3 showcases the value
chain, illustrating the resources, people/human behavior, power, water, and access controls.
Industry and government agencies work closely to monitor each segment – from Coast Guard
regulatory oversight in maritime to TSA regulatory oversight of pipelines.
Protecting assets such as critical infrastructure, people, and the environment relies heavily on
the industry infrastructure, including ones that are highly automated. The pipeline operators,
terminal owners and utilities alike rely on ICS for monitoring and/or remote control. ICS is not
unique to pipelines, but the digital controls of industrial facilities, including supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA), process control networks (PCN), and distributed control systems
have interdependencies that lack the necessary advancements to enable System Assurance,
which is the “justified confidence that the system functions as intended and is free of exploitable
vulnerabilities, either intentionally or unintentionally designed or inserted as part of the system
at any time during the lifecycle”. The confidence is achieved by system assurance activities, which
include planned, systematic set of multi-disciplinary activities to achieve the acceptable
measures of systems assurance and manage the risk of exploitable vulnerabilities. The concept
of “designing in” safety and security, even in upgrading legacy systems, requires a
multidisciplinary set of methods and tools [20].
Aside from cyber comprises, the oil and gas industry are experiencing pressure for exploration,
development, and production with costs rising and a desire to refine margins. The shortage of
technical talent and capability alone induces pressure on the industry – in 2013, an investigatory
journalist wrote that one in four technical professionals will retire in the next seven years for oil
and gas companies, creating a severe gap in talent and knowledge. There was a decrease from
2016 to 2017 in employment for the oil and gas industry, however, in 2018, there was an
increase. Some reports note that this is due to retirement and then also the new demands and
expansions on the oil and gas industry. Nations, federal and local governments, policymakers, oil
and gas companies themselves, companies that rely on oil and gas production and
transportation, organizations that support environmental impact analyses, unions, workers, and
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consumers are all key stakeholders that intertwine and are affected by complexity and
inefficiencies [9] [10, 12].
3.2.1.1 Information Sharing Relationships
Aside from the value chain, there is the greater affect within the community as well through the
Information Sharing and Analysis Centers (ISACS). While DHS spearheads the federal
government’s efforts to secure critical infrastructure, ISACs were created as the Department and
other pillars of government recognized the importance of public-private partnerships in
mitigating and rapidly responding to crises because of the extent to which critical infrastructure
is operated by the private sector. Facing threats to our nation and allies from cyberattacks that
could disrupt power, water, communication and other critical systems, U.S. Presidents have
issued Executive Order (EO) 13636: Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity,, Presidential
Policy Directive (PPD) 21: Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience, and EO 13800:
Strengthening the Cybersecurity of Federal Networks and Critical Infrastructure. These policies
empower the private sector to discuss tactics and procedures that can be leveraged to protect
individual companies, the industry, and critical infrastructure from cyberattacks, and reinforce
the need for holistic thinking about safety, security and risk management. Implementation of the
EOs and PPD drive action toward system and network security and resiliency and enhance the
efficiency and effectiveness of work to secure critical infrastructure [9] [12].

Figure 12. Information Sharing for Security

3.2.2 Policies
The ONG SCC believes that the voluntary mechanisms currently in place, including the EOs and
PPD, are effective over any compulsory standards of regulations. Along with the EOs and PPD,
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there are still several other regulations that are instantiated by the government in various forms.
Regulation has several objectives: protecting the environment (including air and water quality),
protecting cultural resources, protecting workers’ and the public’s health and safety, and
reducing wasted resources. Federal, state, and local governments each regulate various aspects
of oil and gas pipeline operations. How they are regulated what depends on land ownership and
whether federal regulations or state laws apply. Most drilling and production, however, is
regulated by the states.
Federal regulations primarily safeguard water and air quality and worker safety, as well as
exploration and production on Native American lands, federal lands, and the Outer Continental
Shelf.
Regulations are implemented by the executive branches of local, state, and federal government
based on the laws enacted by local, state, and federal legislators. Public input is a formal part of
regulation development. The Clean Air Act (1963), the Clean Water Act (1972), and the Safe
Drinking Water Act (1974), including later revisions to these laws, form the basis of most federal
regulation of the oil and gas industry. State roles in regulating oil and gas drilling and production
were formalized by the Interstate Oil & Gas Compact Commission (IOGCC), which formed in 1935
to set standards for oil and gas drilling and develop production regulations that the states agreed
to enact.
3.3 Policymaking for Cybersecurity
While there has been a lot of movement towards cybersecurity and system assurance, as part of
structuring resilience-related prototyping efforts, researchers have to address project-specific
safety issues associated with conducting experiments. Horowitz points outs that in his
experience, the imagination of policymakers with regards to what cyber-attacks could potentially
accomplish far exceeded reality. Furthermore, discussions surrounding particular cyber-attacks
and their consequences, as well as the solutions to be evaluated, made clear that the requisite
technology-related knowledge became an issue in deriving safety controls. Interestingly, in some
cases, the policy outcomes could have been unnecessarily conservative and in others, not
conservative enough. Another important finding was that that the policy community found that
the security community was greatly steeped in specialized technical jargon, providing a barrier
to beneficial discussions regarding solutions and policies.
Of course, addressing this particular issue would require an education element for both
policymakers and cybersecurity engineers who engage in policy matters. Perhaps a side issue,
but one that could greatly influence matters, is that the demonstrations of cyber attacks on
physical systems and their impacts can be interpreted as a consequence of the manufacturers or
industrial users of those physical systems not being sufficiently sensitive to cybersecurity/safetyrelated outcomes in their product and system designs.
As a result, in carrying out projects, the issue arises regarding reporting on the cybersecurity risks
of current systems and the undue reputation impact it could have on the companies whose
systems are being used for experimentation. It is not generally understood that the risks are
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emergent, and that the nature of these findings would be expected across all current softwarecontrolled physical systems that have safety-related outcome potentials. A need exists to address
this topic, including defining professional behavior for engineers regarding reporting on the
results of their work involving current commercial systems and cyber-attacks and its relationship
to the related companies’ reputations.

V. Needs, Justification for Changes
1. How would we design the system if we could?
Oil and gas pipeline companies share the concerns of policymakers and others regarding the
potential implications of a security violation on industry assets. There are ongoing activities to
protect critical infrastructure, provide reliable energy for society, and preserve public safety and
the environment. Adversaries to this industry activity include nation-states, criminal
organizations, and unaffiliated bad actors seeking to steal intellectual property, compromise
industrial control systems, and other diabolical goals. The industry has seen the evolution of
cybercriminals and the advancement of the techniques, tactics, and procedures they use, moving
from manual operations to more sophisticated and widespread machine-to-machine automated
attacks with the use of augmented intelligence. There are multiple other attack vectors, including
insider threats and attacks via supply chain tampering or disruption. This pipeline model shows
how the employment of a Mission Aware Model-Based Systems Engineering Meta-Model
captures the system's mission-oriented functions, the potential losses to the stakeholders, and
the implications of security violations.
This demonstration system is decomposed and organized according to the mission aware
methodology using the Vitech GENESYS MBSE modeling tool, which was extended with our
metamodel. The particular tool is not necessary to use the metamodel, but we use the tool and
its associated diagrams to visualize the different model views as defined by the metamodel. The
tool provides a mechanism to export a system model to a web-based team view. In this section,
we present a summary of significant model artifacts, but we offer the complete model as
opensource, which does not require to use the tool. The full pipeline model is available online
[https://github.com/coordinated-systems-lab/pipeline-cps].
The web-view model navigator (Figure 13) shows a package view to organize the model artifacts
presented in the following sections. Expanding a package folder presents a hierarchy of related
entity types. Based on the metamodel, the system model's general overview takes the form of a
system description, which contains architecture and associated behavior, the operational risk to
the system, resilience design patterns based on the operational risk, and potential threats to the
system. In the following sections, we will navigate the model at each level to show how the
metamodel assists with adding structure to the modeling activity and how it relates to these
different but essential views. The full pipeline model further elaborates how the relationship
between the model and the metamodel and how it could be used to analyze and extend the
system’s safety, security, and resilience considerations. However, we did not include everything
within the CONOPS.
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Figure 13. Team View Main Navigation Page

2. Mission-Based Cybersecurity
2.1 Cybersecurity for Physical Systems
There is a need to address cybersecurity for the cyber and physical systems. Horowitz discusses
two important, closely related technology trends that are occurring simultaneously, but are not
reinforcing. Trend one is that the integration of technology-based automation capabilities
associated with physical systems. The trend includes:
• Development of autonomous and highly automated vehicles for transportation (air,
ground and sea)
• Development of increasingly capable 3D printers and robots for manufacturing
• Use of network-based access to physical systems to enable remote control and/or
monitoring (e.g., physical system maintenance plans based upon measured conditions of
use, customized patient health care related responses based upon collected information
from on-body sensors)
• Emergent Internet of Things (IoT) opportunities that relate to consumer products, the
home, smart cities, etc.
The second trend is the increasing recognition of the potential risks related to cyber attacks on
physical systems, particularly with regard to human safety, not typically associated with cyber
attacks on conventional information systems. While attacks on physical systems have not yet
emerged as a high risk, various technology demonstrations have shown the potential threat of
these types of attacks. The Stuxnet cyber attacks had high visibly on physical systems, which
highlighted the potential for these sorts of attacks specific to industrial computer-controlled
physical systems.
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To date, the cybersecurity engineering community has principally been focused on information
systems, an area where the risks are different and the technical factors regarding cyber defense
pose significantly different challenges. Cybersecurity experts point to the fact that anticipatory
design of cybersecurity features into systems provides a pathway for achieving better security,
historically most solutions have been add-ons to systems in response to actual attacks. Since new
innovations are in their early development phase, designers are consumed with achieving a
working system, and security is treated as something that will follow [21] [22].
2.2 Mission-Based Cybersecurity
In this section, an integrated set of interconnected systems’ combined mission is considered as
the point of departure regarding anticipation of cyber attacks. The technology focused research
efforts that the author has been engaged with have addressed a number of illuminating
scenarios. For example, as part of addressing UAV cybersecurity solutions, a variety of potential
cyber attacks were considered as potential concerns that call for defensive capabilities. For
illustration purposes, consider cyber attacks aimed at modifying a UAV’s flight path, adversely
impacting its ability to carry out its safety-related surveillance mission (e.g., monitoring an oil or
gas pipeline). Such an attack could, for example, accompany a physical attack on the pipeline.
One way for an attacker to accomplish this outcome is to modify mission-related waypoints that
have been entered into the navigation system on board the aircraft. One possible solution
addresses a cyber-attack in which the ground-based portion of the UAV system is utilized by the
attacker to automatically send surveillance disrupting changes to the navigation waypoints
loaded on board the aircraft. These changes would cause the aircraft to be routed in a manner
that prevents gathering of the critical information the mission was intended to collect.
A potential solution could involve monitoring the aircraft’s navigation system and the pilot’s data
entry system (e.g., key stroke monitoring). If, when a change in waypoint is detected on the
aircraft, there is no corresponding pilot data input, then a cyber attack is a possible cause. In
response, the aircraft could transmit information to designated personnel who could then take
actions to confirm and address the cyber attack possibility. This example highlights the fact that
certain attack detections require coordinating information retrieved from multiple subsystems
at different locations. If one considers air traffic control systems, a parallel set of circumstances
can occur involving ground-based subsystems (e.g., surveillance, communications, navigation, air
traffic controller support systems) and corresponding airborne subsystems. Implementation of
solutions would require decisions regarding the perceived level of risk, solution costs, the
allocation of costs to subsystems, and decisions regarding the sources for paying for the
solutions. Furthermore, for certain attacks that can create the same outcomes through different
points of insertion, our technology-focused research efforts have shown that the ease of attack
on one subsystem can be very different from that of another subsystem, providing opportunities
to address the minimization of total costs when dealing with high priority targets. However,
lowering total costs can bring with it controversial cost allocation issues, requiring policies that
manage such situations. As stated earlier, without prior data that provides evidence that relevant
cyber attacks are actually occurring, it will very take strong leadership to address the issues of
anticipating safety-related outcomes and cost allocation for implementation of solutions.
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VI. Concepts of Proposed System
1. System, Sentinel (Patterns)
A proposed concept for the system is the introduction of the Mission Aware (MA) Model-Based
Systems Engineering (MBSE) Meta-Model, which stemmed from consolidating research ideas
that have been proposed and accomplished through resilience work started within the Systems
Engineering Research Center (SERC) in 2012. The MA Meta-Model is formalized in GraphQL,
thereby enabling tool vendors to incorporate Mission Aware within their toolset which in turn
enables transition for large systems. The MA Meta-Model leverages MBSE and STPA while
bringing the concepts of resiliency and sentinels, to protect against vulnerabilities, into a unified
model. This Threat CONOPS enables the team to demonstrate real system usage of the MA MetaModel in order to validate the potential for transition.
The MA Meta-Model incorporates STPA to capture losses, hazards, unsafe actions, and loss
scenarios. STPA is an iterative, methodical hazard analysis technique to identify causes of
hazardous conditions. Within the CPS domain, security can be treated as analogous to safety. The
below figure shows the key entities and associations for STPA.

Figure 14. STPA Steps from Handbook

1.1 Resilient Mode and Sentinel
In the Mission Aware work, there is a Resilient Mode with a distinct and separate method of
operation of a component, device, or system based upon a diverse redundancy pattern. A
Sentinel is another pattern responsible for monitoring and reconfiguration of a system using
available Resilient Modes. The Sentinel subsystem is expected to be far more secure than the
system being addressed for resiliency.
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Figure 15. Mission Aware Concepts

The Sentinel monitors a system for illogical behavior, either by monitoring a link of the system,
system resource, functions of the system, or even external sensors as demonstrated in the
unmanned aerial vehicle sentinel monitoring done at University of Virginia. It is an operational
key component, and is not monitoring for cyber-attacks, per se, but monitoring the physical
systems to determine what is impossible as well as not normal operations. It may not be a cyberattack but could be. It is to determine what is happening, and then helps provide diagnosis of
why it is happening. For example, if there is an open valve to enable the fullest flow of crude oil
within the pipeline, but the reading is saying otherwise, the sentinel would indicate the unusual
output to the normative. It could be a maintenance problem, equipment lifecycle problem, or a
cyberattack of some sort that is altering the intended output.
There are countermeasure patterns identified for the Resilient Modes and Sentinels. The
following table shows the different patterns, their description, and the attack model countered.
Table 1. Countermeasure Patterns and Attack Model Countered
Counter-measure

Description

Attack model countered

Trusted
Kernel or Guard

Creates a small control system within the CPS that
independently monitors and/or manages all resource access

Escalation, interruption attacks

Isolation

Creates an isolated runtime environment (sandbox) for the
critical asset that is resistant against attacks.

Escalation, interruption attacks

Redundancy

Replicates the functionality of the critical asset in order to
create multiple paths for high availability and fault tolerance in
the case of individual function failures

Attacks that disable individual instances
of critical assets and functionality.

Diversification

Produces functionally equivalent variations of binaries running
in software critical assets. This is an enhancement of the
redundancy countermeasure.

Coordinated attacks, zero-day attacks
effective in identical binary copies of the
critical assets.

Physically Unclonable
Function

Secures the integrity and privacy of the messages in the system
using a Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) that is hard to
predict and duplicate.

Attacks that hijack the communication
channels such as man-in-the-middle
attacks.

Obfuscation

Obscures the real meaning of data/signals/flows by making
them difficult for an attacker to understand. It can use random
sources of noise from the environment of the critical assets to
increase the entropy.

Attacks that require knowledge of the
inner workings of the system, its
functions, and its mission.

Parameter Assurance

Compares input data to a table of values in the system to check
for large, unexpected deviations.

Attacks that manipulate data files or
messages that are sent to the system.

Data Consistency Checking

Verifies the source of a parameter change.

Attacks that use operator specific data
entry.

Limiting Circuits

Limits resource use (power, memory) to prevent overload

Power System Attack
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The sentinel should be more secure than the system it is monitoring and be very simple itself.
Keeping to between 200 and 300 lines of code is ideal and can boost both passive and offensive
capabilities. The reconfiguration controls can vary depending on the operational environment(s)
of the system. For instance, some armed services can never have an automatic system (e.g.,
pilots), while others can never be manual but has to be automatic. This is something at design
time that is decided and can be amended throughout the lifecycle. The MA-MBSE Meta-Model
enables the conversation and provides documentation for decisions made.

Figure 16. Mission Aware MBSE Meta-Model

The MA Meta-Model was also produced with the Cyber Security Requirements Methodology
(CSRM), which shows what to protect and why, which combination of design patterns to employ
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in which mission subsystems. There are three entities present with a methodology for evaluating
resilience with models – blue team (mission), yellow team (systems engineering team), and red
team (threat). There are multiple threat patterns that can then be included in the model, some
of which are listed in the Table 1. Countermeasure Patterns and Attack Model Countered. The
Mission Aware Model-Based System Engineering Meta Model incorporates STPA, MBSE (OMG,
SysML), and the Mission Aware Work developed by the UVA through the SERC. The figure below,
while shown more linear, is actually comprised of feedback loops. However, most safety and
security operations within industry are done in a more linearly, where the blue, yellow, and red
teams are approached in series rather than in parallel. It also implies within the model that you
can delve into an area at whichever appropriate level of detail is needed. For instance, for the
blue team to evaluate risks and the read team to look for vulnerabilities, a level of detail is needed
to capture the distinctions.

Figure 17. CSRM Flow Chart

The MA Meta-Model was produced with the above CSRM steps, which hosts the following:
1. System Description
o Component, Link
o Function, Exit, Resource, Call Structure, Control Action, Feedback, Context
2. Risk Analysis
o Loss, Hazard, Unsafe Action
3. Resilience Solutions
o Resilient Mode
4. Cyber Vulnerability Assessment
o Loss Scenario, Attack Vector
5. Iterate Resilience Solutions (Metrics)
6. Iterate Vulnerability Assessment
The flow chart was also used in an attempt to understand the attacker’s perspective to break
down the Cyber-Security Requirements Methodology. This helped steer the resource literature
review to determine specifics from the published knowledge for the system description. From
there, components, links, functions, control actions, etc. are established so that the operational
risk assessment and exploration can occur from the threat. The design patterns that exploit the
vulnerabilities are also a part of the prioritized threat model and attack mode. This concept is
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referenced in Figure 2, and in no way is established as the need to determine threat and
vulnerability. However, it aided the team in understanding and narrating the advanced persistent
threat

VII. Operational Scenarios
Between 2011 and 2015, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security registered more than 350
cybersecurity incidents at energy companies, but also identified nearly 900 security
vulnerabilities within U.S. energy companies, which is higher than any other industry researched
within the report. Of course, part of this is inevitable susceptibility during the tech
transformation, as many oil and gas companies still use outdated and aging control systems
within facilities and also harbor nonstandard equipment and insecure technologies. When the
Houston Chronicle investigated the cybersecurity readiness of oil and gas installations along the
Gulf Coast, it revealed many facilities still run on Windows XP, and many devices designed for
automation were completed without addressing threats for safety and security from online
threats. However, even though legacy systems have started updating, the modernization and
sensors being added actually continue to introduce risk and new vulnerabilities into the systems
[23] [24].
Ponemon Institute surveyed oil and gas cybersecurity risk managers for a 2017 report, and
approximately 68% stated the companies had suffered at least one security compromise
involving the loss of confidential information or disruption of operations. During an average
month, ExxonMobil blocks more than 64 million emails, 139 million internet access attempts, and
133,000 other potentially malicious actions. Oil and gas pipelines provide a unique circumstance
and perspective to successfully demonstrate that remote compromise(s) can result in failures,
locally and globally, with minimal to disastrous effects. Even quick research elucidates the
shortcoming of legacy systems throughout the United States [25]. The Oil and Natural Gas Sector
Coordinating Council establish the National Institute of Standards and Technology Cybersecurity
Framework (NIST CSF), which has been widely adopted by oil and gas companies. Their report
also states that the natural gas and oil value chains have adopted several other additional
standards applicable to their business model with layers of protection addressing cyber
compromises of industrial control systems (ICS) and operational technology (OT) [26] [27].
In the target scenario, deemed “Black Monday,” the varying ICS and interdependencies
illustrated throughout CONOPS are left susceptible to a knowledgeable source, magnifying the
probability of abuse and manipulation. Oil is the leading exported product in the world, and as of
2018, it accounts for 5.9% of all exported products. While Saudi Arabia leads the list, being
responsible for 16.1% of global oil exports totaling $182.5 billion, Russia is second with 11.4% of
global oil exported, totaling $129 billion [28]. Russia’s presence in exporting natural gas and oil
by volume is enormous; however, the tumultuous nature of relations amongst nations, expected
operational changes within countries potentially leading to increased oil and gas production, and
the economy within Russia itself lend to impending financial concerns with their main export.
Russia relies on energy revenues to drive most of its growth. In 2012, oil and gas accounted for
16% of Gross Domestic Product, and 52% of federal budget revenues with over 70% of total
exports [28]. However, there have since been fluctuations introduced for several different
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reasons. In 2015, according to Herman Gref from Sberbank, the contraction of the Russian
economy is “not a crisis but rather a new reality” to which it has to adapt, primarily due to the
low oil prices [29]. In 2018, a poll completed with 1,400 managers of non-hydrocarbon Russian
businesses indicated a high level of pessimism, with the majority describing the economic
situation as “catastrophic,” and Russia’s Natural Resource and Environment Ministry in 2019
estimated the value of natural resources at $844 billion, or 60% of the country’s GDP [30].
Within the scenario, a rise in uncertainty paralleling Russia’s dwindling life-force to its economy
causes a change in mission. The mission has refocused to malicious cyberattacks to gain more
control in natural gas and oil exports. The objective is to launch a cyberattack on Saudi Aramco
Riyadh & Yanbu Baji and the SPC refineries. The attack will fabricate flow rates, pressure, and
temperature, causing a cascading affect. When Aramco Riyadh & Yanbu Baji and the SPC
refineries report what is perceived to be and attack and malfunction, Russia would offer worldclass cybersecurity services to all three countries, all while installing backdoor measures. The
short-term achievements and affects would show yield of oil decreased by 6.2 million b/d, with
an overall 10% decrease in global oil market for 3 years. Therefore, the price of oil would
skyrocket. The long-term achievements for Russia would be cyber control over the Organization
of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) control systems. This would open several doors to
minimal alterations and manipulations revealing an expansive return. Saudi Aramco has already
fallen victim to cyberattacks numerously since 2009, including one malware attack that reflects
a worrying qualitative change towards attacks with potential for causing physical and monetary
disruptions to the oil and gas supply chain.
In addition to the analysis of the variance of the gas and oil industry within Russia, it is interesting
to note that the IT market is one of the most dynamic sectors of the Russians economy. Russian
software exports have risen from $120 million to $3.3 billion from 2000 to 2010 [31] [32]. The
fastest growing segment of the IT market is offshore programming, and currently Russia controls
3% of the offshore software development market and is the third leading country, after India and
China, among software exporters. The gathered presence of global technology corporations such
as Intel, Google, Sun Microsystems, Boeing, and more, stems a sense of security. With high caliber
companies growing their software development activities and opening research and
development centers in Russia, Russia’s presence in offshore programming and climb in IT, it is
not far-fetched for constructed backdoors to be present within software solution frameworks,
both intentional and unintentional [32].

1. Normal Operations → Functions
The pipeline system remotely operates from a control center where the pipeline controllers can
monitor key variables such as flow rates and operate mechanical components such as pumps and
motor-operated valves. The SCADA system to monitor, operate, and control the pipeline consists
of Vector (object-based editing) software running on two virtual memory systems with a similarly
configured computer as a host for the pipeline leak-detection system software package. The
system configuration included remote terminal units (RTUs) and programmable logic controllers
(PLCs) for collecting the field data. Local controllers are often also embedded in the hardware
designed to protect the station equipment and downstream piping if it should lose contact with
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the main SCADA computer. The virtual asset extensions hosting the SCADA system, control room
terminal and workstations, and the lead detection computers are connected via an Ethernet
backbone network with each device connected to one common connection and only one path
from any one device to another. A bridge connects the Ethernet in the SCADA control room with
the company’s administrative computer network, which is connected to the Internet. The bridge
device offers some protection and isolation of the pipeline control from the administrative
segments of the networks, but the design was intended to be a multiuser system capable of
keeping track of hundreds of simultaneous users. An opportunity here is to have the SCADA
system computers become unresponsive to commands of the controllers and instead mirroring
what Fancy Bear is commanding. An example is the Olympic Pipeline Company Gasoline Pipeline
Rupture, and while that was non-malicious, it has proven that SCADA systems and their HMI
counterparts can be askew to no longer properly digest and display information [33].
*The DCS alone has several levels, including torque, voltage regulator, current sensor, pump,
compressor, air flow, fire control, meter, protection relay, direct digital controls, programmable
logic controllers, programmable automation controller, and switches to SCADA and workstations.
1.1 Network Separation

Figure 18. Reducing OIl Flow, Persistent Threat

1.2 Message Flow
Three critical areas to disrupt the flow of messages amongst the interconnected systems are the
industrial control systems, internet-facing components, and internal networks. Crucial systems
that fit within those are the field sensors and sensors, the controller LAN and Local HMI/Lan with
the control center. The research team has also modeled the behavioral aspects of the system to
showcase the various functions to be impeded so that the adversary has advantage.

2. Coordinated Advanced Persistent Threat
The short-term and long-term goals of Fancy Bear and the Russian government are to decrease
yield of oil by 6.2 million barrels per day and to have significant profit in oil futures through
manipulation of the intergovernmental OPEC (currently 14 nations) to understand ongoing bids,
and market the world class cyber security services for alteration of membered countries. With
this, another alternate route to achieve the malicious intent is to fabricate attacks on several
stations, but provided each organization differs slightly, the front-end takes understanding the
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various systems and different entry points. The training, altered data, initiation of tasks, and
financial authorization and backing are needed to execute the long-term vision of Fancy Bear.

Figure 19. Functional Architecture of APT, Fancy Bear

2.1 Attack Vector
2.1.1 Content Spoofing
An adversary modifies content to make it contain something other than what the original content
producer intended while keeping the apparent source of the content unchanged. The term content
spoofing is most often used to describe modification of web pages hosted by a target to display the
adversary's content instead of the owner's content. However, any content can be spoofed, including
the content of email messages, file transfers, or the content of other network communication
protocols. Content can be modified at the source (e.g. modifying the source file for a web page) or
in transit (e.g. intercepting and modifying a message between the sender and recipient). Usually,
the adversary will attempt to hide the fact that the content has been modified, but in some cases,
such as with web site defacement, this is not necessary. Content Spoofing can lead to malware
exposure, financial fraud (if the content governs financial transactions), privacy violations, and
other unwanted outcomes [34].
Likelihood of Attack
Medium
Typical Severity
Medium
Domains of Attack
Software, Hardware, Communications
Mechanisms of Attack
Engage in Deceptive Interactions
2.1.2 Code Inclusion
An adversary exploits a weakness on the target to force arbitrary code to be retrieved locally or
from a remote location and executed. This differs from code injection in that code injection
involves the direct inclusion of code while code inclusion involves the addition or replacement of
a reference to a code file, which is subsequently loaded by the target and used as part of the code
of some application [34].
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Medium
Very High
Software
Inject Unexpected Items

2.1.3 Modification During Manufacture
An attacker modifies a technology, product, or component during a stage in its manufacture for
the purpose of carrying out an attack against some entity involved in the supply chain lifecycle.
There are an almost limitless number of ways an attacker can modify a technology when they are
involved in its manufacture, as the attacker has potential inroads to the software composition,
hardware design and assembly, firmware, or basic design mechanics. Additionally, manufacturing
of key components is often outsourced with the final product assembled by the primary
manufacturer. The greatest risk, however, is deliberate manipulation of design specifications to
produce malicious hardware or devices. There are billions of transistors in a single integrated
circuit and studies have shown that fewer than 10 transistors are required to create malicious
functionality [34].
Domains of Attack
Software, Hardware, Supply Chain
Mechanisms of Attack
Manipulate System Resources
2.1.4 Manipulation during Distribution
An attacker undermines the integrity of a product, software, or technology at some stage of the
distribution channel. The core threat of modification or manipulation during distribution arise from
the many stages of distribution, as a product may traverse multiple suppliers and integrators as the
final asset is delivered. Components and services provided from a manufacturer to a supplier may
be tampered with during integration or packaging [34].
Domains of Attack
Supply Chain
Mechanisms of Attack
Manipulate System Resources
2.1.5 Hardware Integrity Attack
An adversary exploits a weakness in the system maintenance process and causes a change to be
made to a technology, product, component, or sub-component or a new one installed during its
deployed use at the victim location for the purpose of carrying out an attack [34].
Likelihood of Attack
Low
Typical Severity
High
Hardware, Supply Chain, Physical
Domains of Attack
Security
Mechanisms of Attack
Manipulate System Resources

2.1.6 Malicious Logic Insertion
An adversary installs or adds malicious logic (also known as malware) into a seemingly benign
component of a fielded system. This logic is often hidden from the user of the system and works
behind the scenes to achieve negative impacts. With the proliferation of mass digital storage and
inexpensive multimedia devices, Bluetooth and 802.11 support, new attack vectors for spreading
malware are emerging for things we once thought of as innocuous greeting cards, picture frames,
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or digital projectors. This pattern of attack focuses on systems already fielded and used in operation
as opposed to systems and their components that are still under development and part of the supply
chain [34].
Likelihood of Attack
Medium
Typical Severity
High
Domains of Attack
Software, Hardware, Supply Chain
Mechanisms of Attack
Manipulate System Resources
2.1.7 Malicious Software Implanted
An attacker implants malicious software into the system in the supply chain distribution channel,
with purpose of causing malicious disruption or allowing for additional compromise when the
system is deployed [34].
Likelihood of Attack
Low
Typical Severity
High
Domains of Attack
Supply Chain
Mechanisms of Attack
Manipulate System Resources
2.1.8 Traffic Injection
An adversary installs and executes malicious code on the target system in an effort to achieve a
negative technical impact. Examples include rootkits, ransomware, spyware, adware, and others
[34].
Domains of Attack
Software, Communications
Mechanisms of Attack
Inject Unexpected Items
2.1.9 Obstruction
An attacker obstructs the interactions between system components. By interrupting or disabling
these interactions, an adversary can often force the system into a degraded state or even to fail
[34].
Software, Hardware,
Domains of Attack
Communications, Social Engineering,
Physical Security
Mechanisms of Attack
Manipulate System Resources
2.1.10 Route Disabling
An adversary disables the network route between two targets. The goal is to completely sever the
communications channel between two entities. This is often the result of a major error or the use
of an "Internet kill switch" by those in control of critical infrastructure. This attack pattern differs
from most other obstruction patterns by targeting the route itself, as opposed to the data passed
over the route [34].
Likelihood of Attack
Low
Typical Severity
High
Software, Hardware, Communications,
Domains of Attack
Social Engineering
Mechanisms of Attack
Manipulate System Resources
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2.1.11 Disabling Network Hardware
In this attack pattern, an adversary physically disables networking hardware by powering it down
or disconnecting critical equipment. Disabling or shutting off critical system resources prevents
them from performing their service as intended, which can have direct and indirect consequences
on other systems. This attack pattern is considerably less technical than the selective blocking used
in most obstruction attacks [34].
Domains of Attack
Hardware
Mechanisms of Attack
Manipulate System Resources

3. Loss Scenarios, Hazard Scenarios → Functions
One thing that can make SCADA systems so vulnerable is that many are using the vulnerable
Windows operating systems. Several workstations are reported to be equipped with Windows
XP, and one engineer from Cimation states “many controllers are laughably insecure.” [35] [36]
Table 2. Physical and Cyber Components Affected

System Affected
Pump Control

Physical
Local control

Distributed Control System

Transmission Control,
Production
Windows Working Stations
SCADA Display
OPC Server
Centrifuges
See below*
Flow is Compromised
Flow Computer
Switch (Controlled by DCS)
Sensors to RTUs
Local HMI

Metering System

Leak Detection System

Control Center

Distribution Control
Multi-mode fiber ring
Leak detector
Alarm notifier
Switch
SCADA Displays
Industrial Control System
Centralized monitoring
Program, Server Class
machine

Cyber

VPN
DSL
Windows SQL
Ethernet backbone

Integrity,
Communication
Local Area Network
(LAN)
ModBus
Ethernet
Terminal Server
Integrity,
Communication
Ethernet backbone
Terminal Server
ModBus
LAN
Integrity,
Communication,
Data
Historical Data,
daily product
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Pipeline Monitoring
System

GSM/GPRS
RTUs

Message Distribution
Centers/Hubs

Application server,
terminal bus, plant bus,
firewall, enterprise
network, SAP, internet
protocols

totals, new product
orders, demand
calculations, spoof
operator’s view of
process
Integrity,
Communication,
Data
Setpoint writes, I/O
value reads, alarm
notifications,
control
bug
diagnostics

3.1 Operational Risk Assessment
After the system is described to an appropriate level of detail, attention is focused on
understanding operational risks for the system from the perspective of end users. Through STPA
the metamodel provides a top-down process to aid in the identification of the model artifacts for
the operational risk assessment including losses, hazards, and unsafe actions. The system
behavior model provides an inventory of control actions that are methodically considered to
identify potential unsafe actions. As defined by STPA, there are four ways a control action can be
unsafe:
• Not providing the control action leads to a hazard.
• Providing the control action leads to a hazard.
• Providing a potentially safe control action but too early, too late, or in the wrong order.
• The control action lasts too long or is stopped too soon (for continuous control actions)
[37].
One example of such risk is decrease route flow (Figure 20) where flow rate for a pipeline route
is decreased before achieving optimal flow as defined by the associated process model context
route state. This unsafe action is a variation of the set route flow rate control action which can
lead to equipment operated outside normal specification hazard which in turn can lead to either
equipment damage or sub-optimal capacity losses. If the users require a tradespace analysis, it is
required that system operators prioritize losses. Losses are the main criterion for operational risk
and by prioritizing losses it is possible to compare and contrast what safety, security, or resilience
considerations should be added to the system first.
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Figure 20. Pipeline Unsafe Control Action

3.2 Resilience Solutions
Following the operational risk assessment, system resilience solutions are proposed by system
design experts. These solutions are focused on segments of the system that are within a feedback
control path for related unsafe actions that lead to the highest priority system losses. Design
patterns for resilience solutions include diverse redundancy (which limits the effectiveness of
insider or supply chain attacks), hardened design, perimeter defense, etc. An example of a
resilience solution is diverse redundant sensors (Figure 21) where the segment controller and
sensors are contained by the solution. The degree of contained by associations are an indication
of implementation complexity and provide an additional aid in tradespace analysis. The solution
recovers the collect pipe sensor status function and is managed by (enable or disable) the perform
segment control function. The control function could be performed by an operator or, if desired,
automated by a sentinel.
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Figure 21. Pipeline Resilience Solution

VIII. Summary of Impacts
1. Vulnerabilities, Iterative Tradespace Analysis
1.1 Vulnerability Assessment
Guided by safety and security experts a system vulnerability assessment is performed next.
Identification of loss scenarios is the primary metamodel artifact that captures this assessment.
STPA provides a structured approach for identifying loss scenarios by analysis of the system
feedback control structure while security experts will also consult databases of attack vectors
considering how a loss scenario could be precipitated by these attack vectors. The loss scenario
is linked to the operational risk assessment using the leads to: unsafe action association and to a
resilience solution using the is remediated by: resilient mode association. To enable a sentinel
monitor, a detected by monitoring association to a system link, resource or function is defined.
An example of a loss scenario is false sensor reports (Figure 22) where the loss scenario is
detected by monitoring SCADA message: link, is precipitated by modification during manufacture:
attack vector, is remediated by diverse redundant sensors: resilient mode, and can lead to
decrease route flow: unsafe action. The vulnerability assessment is also responsible for
determining appropriate values for the likelihood and severity of attack vectors as well as time
budgets for detecting, isolating and restoring the system.
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Figure 22. Pipeline Loss Scenario

1.2 Iterative Tradespace Analysis
Systems engineering is an inherently iterative process and balancing the perspectives of
operational risk and system vulnerability also require iteration to achieve an optimal system
solution within programmatic budget and time constraints. Example resilience metrics (Figure
23) provide a framework for evaluating the effectiveness of resilience solutions in response to
safety and security violations while achieving operational priorities. The metamodel relates the
expert and operator perspectives, which are required for priority ranking of system losses,
likelihood and severity determination for attack vectors in order to evaluate the effectiveness
and complexity of resilient modes. Other important evaluation metrics for system resilient modes
are an understanding of the operational impact and the time budget for system recovery.
Recovery time includes detection time, isolation time and restore time including any operator
decision time. System simulation can evaluate the recovery ratio for critical system functions
under various system loads and simulated attack patterns. Tradespace analysis, based on
resilience metrics, enables specification of a system which responds to safety and security
violations, while achieving operational priorities, within programmatic cost and time constrains.
For example, determining an appropriate resilience solution for a critical subsystem will likely
have multiple approaches (redundancy versus hardening, etc.) with security experts preferring
one approach while system operators possibly preferring another due to usability considerations.
The meta-model provides a mechanism for all stakeholders to understand the trade-offs and a
place to document agreements and the process used to reach consensus. This documentation is
invaluable to future system enhancements, evolution and maintenance which likely involves
different team members. As another example, a system architecture supporting a diverse
redundant subsystem must assure that the system recovery time budgets are met. A pollingbased detection mechanism may prove to be insufficient and may instead require an event-based
notification solution to achieve the required detection time under various system loads.
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Figure 23. Resilience Evaluation Metrics

The DoD strategic vision for safety and security engineering seeks to achieve stronger synergy in
the engineering approaches and methods of system and security safety [38] [39]. It is based on
unacceptable loss effects with safety-relevance and/or security-relevance. Safety and security
synergistic systems should address all forms of loss scope. For safety, the assurance would be
freedom from those conditions that can cause death, injury, occupational illness; damage to or
loss of equipment; or damage to environment. Assurance in security is freedom from those
conditions that are aforementioned and include damage or loss of data or information; or
damage to or loss of capability, function, or process. Key activities for synergistic system security
analysis includes planning, analysis, and design. In addition, understanding the system need,
structure, adversity, and behavior enables design for assurance. Integrating assurance standards
and modeling methods should also link a metrics framework together with threat motivation and
system loss trades. The research looked at loss-driven systems engineering and the current
resiliency frameworks for cyber mission assurance.
The oil and gas case study determined resilience metrics that provide a framework for evaluating
the effectiveness of resilience solutions in response to safety and security violations while
achieving operational priorities. The metamodel of the use case relates the expert and operator
perspectives, which are required for priority ranking of system losses, likelihood and severity
determination for attack vectors in order to evaluate the effectiveness and complexity of resilient
modes. Other important evaluation metrics for system resilient modes are an understanding of
the operational impact and the time budget for system recovery. Recovery time includes
detection time, isolation time and restore time including any operator decision time. System
simulation can evaluate the recovery ratio for critical system functions under various system
loads and simulated attack patterns. Tradespace analysis, based on resilience metrics, enables
specification of a system which responds to safety and security violations, while achieving
operational priorities, within programmatic cost and time constraints. The use case, modeling,
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and Meta-Model showed the feasibility of achieving this for a given system. The research shows
results for a resilience evaluation metrics framework that links together threat motivation with
system loss trades, but further progress is needed to formalize.

2. Countermeasures
STPA Tables

3. Costs
The cost of developing sophisticated malware like Stuxnet and Flame has dropped dramatically
in recent years from $100 million to a mere $10,000 – dramatically lowering the barrier to entry
into a global cyber-arms race. The pieces of malware are created and financed by groups who are
advanced persistent threats (APTs) which are usually comprised of government, and they
typically attack high-value targets such as critical national infrastructure and financial systems. In
contrast to the estimated $100 million that Israeli and the United States governments backed,
IceFog was discovered just last year and designed to attack organization and government
agencies in South Korea and Japan. Also, in disparity, IceFog is believed to have been created by
a small team of highly skilled experts instead of the large team of engineers that Stuxnet
possessed. A principal cost, specifically in the beginning of the first scenarios, is the quantity of
cyber incidents needed to impact the operations significantly enough for the varying OG
companies to search for COTS solution in an offshore software development house located within
Russian borders [40] [41].
The relationships between mission-level resilience and the design of the subsystems remains
poorly understood. Understanding the normal operations and threat operational scenarios
enables the initiation of established practices that could contribute to better cost modeling and
risk assessment for the discernment of security in design. In the development of Systems-ofSystems today, one must account for the various costs of interwoven layers of security from the
mission level down to the network and mission system architecture levels. The costs of mission
cyber resilience are often simplified for evaluation of risk to the weapon system. However, adding
security features increases design and recurring production costs in hardware and software
systems. Also, most military systems have interrelated security and safety concerns. Metrics are
needed to assess the quality of different requirements and design solutions based on safety and
security risks in the presence of a determined cyberattack. System methods are needed that
trade requirements and design decisions based on the evaluation of hazard/risk (loss of
equipment, property, damage to the environment, death, injury, and occupational illness), cost,
and an understanding of the threat, which requires timely, accurate, credible and relevant threat
information.
Currently, many research methodologies are still siloed so that the subsystem relationships and
interdependencies do not propagate through the system to ensure the mission is upheld in the
presence of an adversary. Part of the inspiration for this research comes from work presented by
Wortman et al. on modeling adversarial risk in cybersecurity scenarios [42]. Ideally resilience
metrics should incorporate both the design/cost decisions on the system itself and the
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design/cost decisions an attacker might make. The approach taken in this project was to simulate
that process using a system modeling team and an adversary modeling team. Per the CSRM
process, system models are between system design and adversary design as we want to find as
many potential loss/gain decisions (and associated risk/reward decisions) as possible. This
research defines an approach to determine a “security risk” metric. As security risks are based on
a series of external and internal vulnerabilities and exploits, security risk probability cannot be
determined by analysis of singular vulnerabilities. An analysis needs to aggregate cost of
loss/benefit of attack. A descriptive model is quite useful for this. This research takes the
traditional Risk = Probability * Consequence (Impact) equation and extends it to a method that
considers probability of attack, probability of successful attack, and impact of successful attack.
Simulating these three factors in the MA Metamodel, one would determine probability of attack
via loss scenarios, probability of successful attack via resilience mode implementation, and
impact of attack as a ranking of unacceptable losses. This research did not try and calculate these
metrics for the oil and gas scenario as a full design process was not completed. A full modelbased design effort could calculate these relationships from the process. The component costs
of the system as it is designed would have to be known and calculated. A loss scenario cost and
resilient mode implementation cost would be added to the table.
Another method that does attempt to estimate security by loss of each stakeholder to the
mission success is applying the Cyber Security Econometrics System (CSES) to Mission Assurance
Analysis Protocol (MAAP). CSES has a cascade of linear model approach to measuring attributes
that support security countermeasures. The framework has three steps: generation of stakes
matrix, dependency matrix, and threat matrix. The stakes matrix acknowledges the system's
stakeholders, while the dependency matrix considers the architecture and components of the
system. The preliminary refinement, due to the connections not being developed, qualitatively
suggested the seven guidelines of MAAP aligned with the CSES framework [43]. However, no
mathematical analyses were conducted to estimate mitigation costs.
According to the MITRE Cyber Resiliency Engineering Framework, published in 2011, three types
of cost can be used to define and characterize cost metrics, representing organizational and
operational concerns in the areas of initial costs (I), support costs (S), and consequential costs
and benefits (C). The initial costs are the dollar or level-of-effort costs to establish the resiliency
techniques, including the development, acquisition, and integration costs. The support costs are
the dollar, or level-of-effort, costs necessary to maintain and facilitate the effective use of the
approach. Support elements can include the CONOPS development, policy development, testing,
and risk assessment. The consequential costs and benefits are the result of using the approach
and can apply to all of the various stakeholders. This can include change to the CONOPS, and
amount of resources applied to other mission support components [44]. This approach maps well
with the approach taken by Wortman et al.
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IX. Proposed System (System and Sentinel)
1. Stakeholder Model
The system description defines the base model for the system under examination. Artifacts of the
system description include the system context, the architecture of the system, and its functional
behavior.
The system context physical block diagram (Figure 24) defines the boundaries and external
interfaces for the oil and gas pipeline being evaluated. Each node on the diagram is an instance of
a component while each connecting line is an instance of a link associated by the connects to
relation. The system context diagram enables a common understanding among stakeholders of the
scope of the system model. In our demonstration system the pipeline endpoints (drilling rigs,
refineries, etc.), wide-area communications network (cellular, satellite, etc.), environment
(weather conditions, geography, etc.), and security operations center, for sharing of industryrelated events, are all external to our demonstration system model. Additionally, to enable
simulation of cyber-attacks, an advanced persistent threat interface is included. Within the system
context is the pipeline itself and a peer mission aware system (sentinel) which is concurrently
evaluated and is responsible for resilient mode reconfiguration based on detected illogical system
behavior which may indicate safety and/or security vulnerabilities.

Figure 24. System Context Physical Block Diagram
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The system context block definition diagram (Figure 25) shows three levels of the pipeline system
decomposition. Each node on the diagram is an instance of a component while each connecting
line is a built from association between components, showing the cardinality of each subcomponent. In our demonstration system, the oil and gas pipeline contain a single human operator,
one or two (if redundant) system managers and n pipeline routes. In turn, a pipeline route contains
one or two (if redundant) route managers, one or two (if redundant) route LANs, and n pipeline
segments.

Figure 25. System Context Block Definition Diagram, Highlighted in Green is Mission Aware System and Sentinel

2. System Model (Structure)
A physical block diagram (Figure 26) defines the architecture of a pipeline segment. Each segment
includes the physical pipe, pump, and valve that deliver oil and gas from one endpoint to another.
A set of sensors (pressure, temperature, flow rate) provide feedback to the segment controller on
the operational state of the segment. A segment LAN connects segment components for SCADA
messaging and also provides connectivity to the higher-level route LAN. As part of the regular
maintenance process for a pipeline segment (known as “pigging” within the industry), a smart PIG
is periodically used to clean and inspect the pipe.
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Figure 26. Segment Physical Block Diagram

3. Use Case Model
3.1 Functions and Activities, Behavior
Turning to system behavior, an enhanced functional flow block diagram (EFFBD) (Figure 27)
defines the top-level behavior for the oil and gas pipeline in the form of a feedback control
structure. The diagram shows the top-to-bottom hierarchy of the control structure. The outerlevel and block shows that each of the lanes of behavior (operator, system manager, route
manager, segment controller) execute in parallel. The behavior control flow logic is captured as
instances of the metamodel call structure item. Each of the yellow rectangles represent an
instance of a metamodel function showing the function number, name and performed by
associated component. The green rounded rectangles represent instances of a metamodel
control action or feedback item. The lines between functions and control actions or feedback
items are represented as outputs or triggers associations. The replicate blocks for the Route
Manager and Segment Controller indicate that there are n concurrent instances of these behavior
blocks and are captured as call structure items that decompose their respective branches of the
behavior model.
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Figure 27. Top-level Pipeline Behavior Diagram
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The perform segment control function is further decomposed by a second level EFFBD (Figure 28)
with lanes for operations, control, status, and transfer. Each of these lanes operates in parallel in
a continuous loop. The handle route manager request receives control actions from the route
manager and maintains the requested state within the segment status: context. Based on
segment state context (requested state and senor status), the control pipe pump and value
function initiates control actions to the segment pump and value. The collect pipeline sensor
status function monitors and maintains the sensor status within the segment state: context and
then forwards that state via segment status: feedback to the route manager. Finally, the transfer
gas and oil function provide the physical movement of oil and gas through the pipe segment.
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Figure 28. Segment Behavior Diagram
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